B35 MARIE
The MARIE collection is the meeting of two women, two
entrepreneurs and two great Quebec brands, a luxury house and
a high-end faucet maker. On the occasion of the 35th anniversary
of Maison Marie Saint Pierre and BARIL, the two women have
combined their respective talents in a collaboration whose
motivation is to bring beauty, functionality and well-being to
everyday life. Sharing a passion for quality and unique design,
the MARIE collection pushes the boundaries of creativity in
faucets and water accessories.

B35 MARIE
B35-9320-00-xxx

Complete Thermostatic Shower/Bath Valve
with 2-way Diverter and Hand Shower
Unique Design

High Quality Trim

With its pure forms inspired
by nature, the Marie collection
does not go unnoticed.

The trim plate is top quality
and extremely durable, made
of solid brass.

Easy Rough-in Installation

Comfortable Spray Patterns

Anchor points molded directly into
the 4 sides of the rough-in make
installation easy and very stable.

The hand shower offers two spray
patterns; rain or massage.

Built-in Hand Shower Holder

European Cartridges
High performance and perfectly
calibrated ceramic cartridges with
outstanding durability.

The two-position hand shower
holder, back or front, allows for a
neat look, whatever your style.

Temperature Control

High Quality Materials

The anti-scald ring on the cartridge
is preset at 49°C/120°F.

Made of solid brass, thicker than
average, BARIL valves and trims
are stronger and more durable.

Temperature Stabilization

Customizable Finishes
Each component is offered in a
selection of finishes, all manufactured
with state-of-the-art equipment.

The cartridge has a temperature
variation of less than 1°C, making
it one of the valves with the least
temperature variation on the market.
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MARIE Finishes
For its MARIE collection, BARIL offers a palette of
customizable finishes for each component. Choose
independently the desired finishes for the plate,
the handles and the hand shower to create your
own assortment. Have some fun and try different
combinations, the possibilities are endless!
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Comfortable Spray Patterns
Relax with the soft, comfortable spray of our hand
shower with its rain or massage patterns. Plus, its
anti-limescale silicone nipples are easy to clean, by
simply rubbing them with your fingertips.

Rain Jets

Massage Jets

Eco-friendly Options
Protect the environment and save water with our
eco-friendly options. In addition to the standard
flow rate, BARIL offers an option to reduce water
flow. Choose the option that works best for you.

B35-9320-00-xxx

B35-9320-00-xxx-175

2.0 gpm - 80 psi

1.75 gpm - 80 psi

Valve Controls
BARIL valves offer intuitive and ergonomic controls.
Connected to high quality cartridges, they combine
ease of use, temperature stability and safety for you
and your family.

Left Handle
To turn on the water and
control the flow, turn in either
direction, 360°, depending on
the desired accessory.

Safety feature

HAND SHOWER

For your safety, the antiscald temperature limiting
ring on the cartridge is preset
to 49°C/120°F but can be
lowered manually to suit your
preference.

Center Handle
Adjust the temperature as
you wish. It will remain the
same until the next time you
use your bath or shower.

High Quality Trim
The trim plate is top quality and
extremely durable being made
of solid brass.
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Temperature Stabilization
The cartridge allows to preset the temperature so
that it reacts to the slightest variations. Therefore,
the temperature at the water outlet will remain
unchanged, regardless of the temperature and
pressure of hot and cold water supplies.

European
Diverter Cartridge
Made of high performance
ceramic, this cartridge is
one of the most reliable and
durable on the market.

High Quality Materials
Perfectly calibrated, the thermostatic
component of this cartridge ensures constant
water flow and extremely precise water
temperature control. The high-precision
machining of its parts allows for a high flow rate,
while its plastic casing prevents scale build-up.

- Plaque de laiton solide

Attention to Detail

- Complete thermostatic valve with 2-way diverter and handshower
- 2 positions shower holder
- Easy to install one-piece rough
- Solid brass plate
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MAN: K (Noir Mat / Matte Black) , I (Mist / Mist) , J (Or Clair / French Gold)
DOU:

Dimensions

K (Noir Mat / Matte Black) , I (Mist / Mist)

Débit / Flow rate

Diameter: 12”

Valve
- 30 l/min (8 gpm) - 80 psi
- 8 gpm - 80 psi

Depth: 3-1/4”

Douchette / Hand Shower (pour option écologiques / for eco friendly options)
B35-9230-00-xxx

B35-9320-00-xxx-175

- 7,6 l/min - 80 psi
- 2 gpm - 80 psi

- 6,6 l/min - 80 psi
- 1.75 gpm - 80 psi

Inclus / Included

300 mm
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82.5 mm
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167 mm
6-1/2”

284 mm
11-1/4”
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Les dimensions, les modèles et les finis présentés peuvent différer. / Dimensions, models and finishes shown may differ.
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Easy Rough-in Installation
With our new stainless steel housing box, which
includes mounting holes cut directly into it,
installation is easy and very stable.

Built-in Mounting Holes

Temperature Control
This T type valve includes an anti-scald temperature limiter
ring made of resistant ABS plastic. It is mounted on the
thermostatic cartridge and preset at 49°C/120°F for your
safety. You can always adjust it if necessary.

Reversible Check Stops
In case of hot and cold water supply reversal, the valve will not supply lukewarm water, only hot or cold
water. To remedy this situation, simply switch the position of the check valves.

Easy Trim Installation
BARIL trims are sturdy and easy to install. The
one-inch depth adjustment as well as simple
step by step instructions, will make the job
easier when the time comes for installation.

Brass Trim Plate
4 mm thick brass
plate allows for a very
sturdy installation.

Watertight
A foam on the back of
the plate ensures an
optimal watertightness.

Front Access

Elegant Look

The check stops are easily
accessible, allowing the water
supply to be shut off for cartridge
maintenance without shutting off
the main water supply.

No visible screws
for a sleek look.

